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For any female who last saw forty on her behalf speedometer comes a
sparkling new primer for aging—the French way—with grace and style. They
appear at birthdays as a celebration of a life well-lived and perhaps a
good reason to go shopping before they dress to perfection for a special
event of another anniversaire. In the end, in France, beauty, style, and
charm haven't any expiration dates! Frenchwomen of a particular age
group (over forty) are captivating and complicated. Exploring how their
closet, beauty, diet, and hair rituals evolve with time and how some
aspects of their signature styles never change, Jett shows how
Frenchwomen know their strengths, hide their weaknesses, rather than
talk about their fears, failures, or flaws. American-born journalist and
blogger Tish Jett provides lived among the French for years and offers
studied them and stalked them to understand their secrets. They appear
younger than their years and stay fashionable throughout their lives.
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Best up with the best of the francophile bunch of books Terrific brand-
new book in the complete francophile genre. I simply got it sent to my
kindle, and have skimmed thru it. Each chapter takes a appear at how
French females handle different aspects of feminine existence from skin
care to clothing, diet, workout and far more. Keeping up with world
events and cultural actions will enrich your life and make you an
interesting person to become with. It is a longer version of Anne
Barone's Chic and Slim Toujours;. It generally does not copy either
writer, it increases the information and complements it.The preface
starts by asking what age is due to anything really? Insightful. That is
sound, practical advice, and the French are observed for their
practicality. It is a complement to the authors above, and is a welcome
addition on my bookshelf.As she addresses each subject she runs on the
lot of different sources from dermatologists to her French girlfriends.
The information is comprehensive and each chapter experienced new stuff
I've not bumped into before.. Her perspective on the lives of various
other French ladies is spellbinding.. I'd contact it becoming fun to
become around however the author discusses poise and appeal.Chapter 1
begins with Allure. There's lots of insightful lady data in this book
mostly because of the lives well-led by the girls of France.Chapter 9
pulls it all together. This has related to decisions and priorities.
Good skincare means you spend less money on makeup because you use less
of it. Chapter one can be talking about moving into change from the head
and center on out, as the last chapter pulls it together discussing
poise, attraction and generally becoming fun to be around.Chapter 2
covers skincare, from face to body, including fingernails and feet.
Browse it for the nice advice on self-care--read it specifically for the
idea that you will be worth enough time and effort--but don't think for
one minute that it can't be completed, and isn't being done, right here
in america, and elsewhere. Hopefully younger women reading this will
keep in mind that rather than complain about any of it. She does give
some advice in AVOIDING things such as smoking and sun exposure. She is
one of the most influential people in my life. I lived with her while
going to the Goethe Institut. I was fascinated by a tip, new to me,
about soaking the feet in a bath of hot water, epsom salts and ASPIRINS.
Yes, she adds a couple of aspirin to the soak, which soften the hard
epidermis, and assists slough dead skin. Makes perfect sense since
Aspirin can be also called Beta Hydroxy Acid or BHA for brief in potions
and creams that work at loosening lifeless skin cells.. in addition, it
implies that it is possible to match into those well-chosen clothes for
longer, which saves money. Chapter 4 on Locks, Cut, condition and color
has some excellent tips by 2 best French colorists which I plan to try
shortly. Some have been great, some not so much. As always, they fit
well, show off the body that took therefore much effort, and announce
quietly with conviction that this person maintains her style and chic
always. That is a useful read and should not be mistaken for another run



of the mill "French/Chic" book Lightly printed text The print in this
book is indeed lightly done that it designed for difficult reading.
Nevertheless it's always nice to hear it stated a slightly different
way, and she does add a couple of new things from a French nourishment
expert.Chapter 6 is Exercise--and she says yes, as French women age
group in the infant boomer era, they have definitely found the exercise
habits. Nevertheless, you still won't catch them hanging out all day in
exercise equipment, nor are their workout get ups baggy, loose or in
noisy screechy colour combos.Chapter 5 addresses Dieting and the artwork
of eating well. This book has some good advice for women who want to age
well and with savoir faire. Less about the minimalist closet and more
about dressing well to match yourself. I would certainly recommend this
reserve. How exactly to deploy them successfully. That is another
chapter worth the price of the book simply for the tips only. What goes
on inside, makes an excellent difference to the attractiveness of the
whole package.Even if you own Helena Frith Powell, Debra Ollivier, Anne
Barone, Mireille Guiliano, Jennifer Scott and Marie-Anne LeCoeur you
will not be disappointed in this fresh book. Best of the Chic French
Books I've bought and browse every single one of the "French/Chic/Thin"
books. Valuable Read This is the best book on the subject that I have
found to date.The epilogue is aptly titled La Nouvelle Moi, A Work in
Progress. She enters something I've really just heard Anne Barone get in
depth with and that is the intellectual legacy of the salonistes. The
art of conversation, the development of the intellect as essential to
the whole package deal as laughter and a warm smile. Do you put your
career and your goals so far in the front that friends and family,
husband or kids feel they come a far second.Nevertheless, what I find
ludicrous may be the idea that women in France--or to be precise, women
of a certain socio-economic and educational level in the French
capital--are the only ones who live in this manner. She enjoyed how
French women around her approached life, and set out to find what these
were doing that made them a bit more attractive, different, worthy of
emulating. What models French women apart? Whole books are written on
the French diet, and her chapter summarizes a lot of that wisdom, but
she gives fresh advice..Chapter 7 On to the closet and the fabled French
closet. Women often look after everybody else but themselves. The
guidelines on aircraft to put on your very own oxygen mask before
assisting another person (care for yourself first) is true of 'real
lifestyle' situations. This reserve is full of encouragement to women to
take proper care of themselves.The advice to consume well but sparingly,
go extremely light on alcohol, drink lots of water, exercise, cleanse
and moisturize your skin religiously, don't overdo makeup, get yourself
a flattering haircut, do as very much "investment dressing" as possible
afford, care for the clothing and shoes you have, and stay engaged and
informed with the world around you is terrific advice for everyone.
Also, in the event that you do these things, you end up saving money and



time. A few well-chosen outfits can last for years with good treatment
and you will jazz them up with accessories that don't need to be pricey.
Being French (like) is tough self love There's so much positivity in
this.Chapter 3 is on Makeup, The focus is creating a light, natural
appearance. So much helpful information to absorb. In a sense this
chapter and the ninth chapter will be the bookends of this book.I'm a
huge Francophile. This is a grown up version of Helena Frith Powell's
"All You Need to become Impossibly French" designed for the over 40
crowd. Et cetera. Like others before her, she looked around her and
found a different scenery.Great book, loved it, and I'm happy I bought a
copy. I live in Washington, DC, and I find many women of a particular
age who are slim, dressed nicely (which does not have to imply
expensively) attending lectures, concerts, the opera, artwork exhibits,
etc. I definitely see women like this everywhere in New York City. One
wonders where in america the author was from that she seems unacquainted
with this--the text on webpages 221-222 would make you think that French
women are unique in going to the ballet, lectures, and foreign movies.
Women who age group well are available around the globe. In fact, my
role model for maturing well is a German female whom I fulfilled in
Munich in 1984 when she was about 47 and I was 28. Who understood? and
you certainly don't need to become French.. A lot more in this
educational chapter.! At age 75, she actually is still the same.
Apparently a whole lot of older women in France ARE quitting smoking
simply for the sake of their pores and skin. This is a practical guide
to being truly a lovely female with a well-rounded charm well past 30
that is actually applicable.. Maturing Beautifully the French Method.
She was engaged, creative, chic, well-read . I *greatly* admire the
French focus on living well with aplomb but books like this one
perpetuate the idea that this can only be done in Paris, and not simply
in Paris, but just using arrondissements. If 'Forever Chic' inspires
ladies to take better care of themselves, that's all to the good. Some
great advice targeted at over 40 ladies. It's something that is often
dropped in a white knuckle drive to succeed here in North America.. This
is the very best of them all if you're over forty. (If you're not,
browse Jennifer Scott's Lessons from Madame Chic--it's tout
charmant.)Tish Jett gives it to all of us American women right. I
bookmarked several webpages as I read for later reference and instantly
made an appointment with a skin doctor. Next, I'll go through my closet
and use her concepts to purge, refine, and upgrade (all on a budget).
Streamlining your makeup regimen saves time and money. I've visited
France many times, but I can never get enough. Highly recommended. With
Tish Jett's help, though, I can have a little bit of France with me
constantly. Beautifully written! This book includes a lot of everything
one should find out about French women.. It's worth looking at if you're
the type of female who cares and views herself getting in the "game" for
the long term.I literally could not put it straight down. I've changed



my perspective on several things after reading . Most importantly, I
have applied the simple task to getting dressed & producing myself
presentable and I have found it brings me all of the joy! and all of
this was done as a divorced single mother on a social worker's salary.
For the young design beginner Cute to read for for novice in style Great
knowledge I enjoyed this publication. A flattering haircut that works
with your hair instead of against this means you will look good without
continuous fussing and using a lot of hair products. I refer back again
to it many times. Chapter 8 Add-ons. She briefly clarifies her move to
France for 24 months that morphed into 25 and still going as she met and
married a captivating French man. An extremely French idea and one that
encompasses the complete person, brains, soul, center and body. It
reminds me a whole lot of Dita Von Teese's book called Beauty Mark yet
with a focus on the woman who doesn't aspire to necessarily be a
character-esque bombshell.Its not necessary wads of money, expensive
clothes and skin products (the author name-drops several pricey products
and clothing lines throughout the book) to age gracefully and with class
.. Just how much fun ARE you just to hang out with. The author did her
study and interviews, hence the comprehensive details she gives reflects
that. She provides solid tips without the hype and fluff which come from
various other authors about them who think themselves experts. The
author approaches the topics from the watch point of a "woman of a
certain age" but I think the knowledge she offers is ideal for all
females and the sooner the younger set reads this and learns the
lessons, the much less "catching up " they need to do. This one has a
few new wrinkles to the whole French diet paradox but also for the most
component it's good sense and if you have read broadly in this subject,
it will not be much new. Not merely in France . This woman's account is
colourful and interesting. Women who can pair clothes they have had for
decades with newer products with style. French ladies eat tiny levels of
their favorite deserts as well. And, there is also cellulite sucking
treatments, underwater bicycling, and a dab of a favorite scent to set
them apart. That is a wonderful account of a fresh York magazine editor
switched wife of a French guy. This is a fantastic new book in what is
learning to be a crowded field. It really is refreshingly laid out in
colorful detail. Exercising and watching what you eat and drink keeps
you healthful; It can take work to be a good person, inside and out. It
isn't shallow to personal improve on every level.
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